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2014 was a great year for Útilapu. We made possible for more than 60 people to visit a workcamp
abroad, we welcomed 98 foreign volunteers in our 12 workcamps. We participated and organized
trainings and seminars, prepared and sent volunteers abroad for long term projects, organized
numerous public events and very importantly, we finished the office renovation. But Útilapu is more
than figures and facts, it consists of people.

This report shall stand as an acknowledgment to Útilapu’s volunteers who devote their
knowledge, free time, and energy to make the world a better place.

Projects
Citizens Beyond Walls
Internat ional P roje ct in 2014
The aim of the project "Citizens Beyond
Walls" was to foster inclusive policies to
respect Citizens' rights in Europe, with
specific focus on new citizens and
minorities. Extreme right wing groups are a
threat for peace in Europe, where peace is
not only an absence of conflict but the
condition where the citizens are equally
endowed withrights. "Citizens Beyond
Walls" is an action aimed at activating
European Citizens to counter the mentioned
process.
The project consisted of three parts: a research outlining the activity of extreme right wing groups and
the presence of citizens' initiatives to support Peace and inclusion of new citizens and minorities; 8
Residential "Peace Weeks" (one of them was organized in Budapest) and a Public Final Event to present
the research.

Útilapu office as the community point in the

“Echo school” – Local mentoring
project
The aim of the project is a community-based development
of youngsters raised in state care and young refugees. We
hope that as an effect of the project the young people
acquire new perspectives and goals and after creating an
own mentor network they become capable of supporting
the development of their peers.
With the support of Norway Grant and in partnership with
LOSZE (National Association of Residential Child-Care
Homes) we opened the School of Echo, providing mentor
training for youth arriving from several Child-Care Homes.
The mentors participated in several trainings in October Open Doors organized trainings on motivation,
communication and finance. During the project, the Útilapu
office became a community point where the youngsters can
attend diverse programmes: we provide space for tutoring,
thematic clubs and cultural events.

Our activities during 2014
March

Mulikulti Muri 2.0
The Open Doors volunteers organized an awareness-raising event
on the occasion of the carnival period. The main topics were what
we are like in the others’ perspective, who the stranger is and
what kind of prejudices we haveagainst the other. We searched
for the answers of these questions together with those young
refugees who live in Hungary. We played music, danced and
cooked Afghan bolani.

Camp season opening event in Szimpla
This event serves as a promotion of workcamps for the wide public and to inform people about
volunteering and SCI. This year we had the chance to organize this event in Szimpla, one of the most
famous ruin pubs of Budapest. We were projecting Útilapu and SCI workcamp videos, while some 10
Útilapu volunteers were talking to people, who were interested in volunteering.

May
Chile evenings
Our EVS volunteer held two evenings about her experience in Chile
doing a project on permaculture.

Campleader training
We organized our annual camp leader training
to prepare the volunteers for our workcamps
held during the summer. The 22 interested
participants
learnt
about
SCI
and
volunteering, about workcamp organization,
leaders’
tasks
and
responsibilities,
practicalities during the workcamps, conflict
management.. During the weekend course we
gave also an introduction to Peace Education.

June
Badacsony workcamp I-II
We organized 2 workcamps near the Balaton in partnership with Badacsony Tourism Association with
the aim that the foreign volunteers learn about the Badacsony region, its cultural heritage and actively
contribute to the preservation of natural environment. As a popular holiday resort, the villages of the
region have to bear with thousands of tourists arriving in the summer months. The volunteers, after
discovering the region, could give first-hand suggestions on how to improve the tourist facilities in
order that the foreign visitors could fully enjoy the possibilities of the Badacsony region. During the
workcamp organized in June, the volunteers cleaned and renewed the press collection of the village of
Badacsony broadening its touristic attractions. In the second workcamp, the focus was on decorating
and cleansing of natural environment.

Workcamp in the refugee home
World Refugee Day
In 2014, Open Doors organized the second
workcamp in the Károlyi István Child-Care Centre in
Fót. During the workcamp, the volunteers, together
with the refugees renovated and reorganized an old
pool to a colorful community place, learnt a lot
about each other, about the social integration of
refugees and about the power of art and design.

Open Doors projec t is a complex program run by SCI Hungary since January 2013 involving
weekly workshops, visibility events. The aim of Open Doors program is to involve unaccompanied
minor refugees, and asylum seekers (between 16-22 years old) ina designing and renovation process,
using the tools of visual communication, architecture and participatory design. The method of
"learning by doing" and the active and creative approach of the young refugees is a very important
part of the project.

July

Camp in
Centre

Nagykovács i

Scout

The workcamp in the Sztrilich Pál Scout Centre
was organized for the third time.
The
management of the park is committed to
sustainable, green, and eco-friendly solutions.
This year the volunteers designed and
constructed a wooden shelter to protect hikers
from the rain.

Sustainability days in Útilapu
The GAIA group was revived this year and the
group started a series of Eco-clubs, where they
talked about environmental issues, urban
sustainable possibilities and how to put such
ideas into practice.
On the sustainability days, the participants got
an introduction about permaculture, listened to
a lecture about the European Eco farms. We
hold a discussion – what is bio actually? We
finished the workshop with greening the office.

Tiszadob workcamp in the Child
Centre
Our cooperation with the Child Protection
Centre in Tiszadob reaches back to more than
ten years. The physical part of the work was
mainly the rehabilitation of the garden, the
leisure activities were well organized and
diverse. The volunteers took efforts to involve
the residents of the children’s home and the
village to both part of the workcamp.
Due to the long tradition of the camp, international volunteers are always warmly welcome. Our
presence and our activities have inspired many of these children with disadvantageous background.

Workcamp in the Hungarian Railway Historical Park and Museum
The volunteers of this workcamp helped with tending old railway engines and assisted with general
maintenance and gardening work on the park site. As the applicants of this workcamp were railway
enthusiasts, the volunteers helped visitors and learnt about the history and presence of the Hungarian
railway.

Camp in Ágasegyháza – Kovács Kinga Emlékalapítvány
The workcamp in Ágasegyháza was organized for the seventh time. The volunteers assisted in a
summer camp for local children. Besides organizing games, handicraft and teaching English, the
volunteers, together with the local youth, helped elderly people around their houses contributing to
the dialogue between generations.

SOS Children’s village – Kecskemét
Our vision with the workcamp organized
in the SOS Children’s village in Kecskemét
is that the volunteer’s involvement to the
life of the SOS Children’s Village and their
example-showing attitude help and
motivate the youth in their education and
integration to the society. The volunteers
worked together with the residents of the
SOS children’s village on creating an open
air communal place. They constructed a
bird house for therapeutic use, created
elements of wooden games.

August
Útilapu at the Sziget Festiva l
All week long, in the Civil Sziget we introduced our
working groups, the newest mobility projects, and
Sziget inhabitants could see live how the 3D printer
works. Through quizzes and interactive games we
promoted volunteering among our visitors.

Workcamp at
Historical Days

Szentgotthárd's

The municipality of Szentgotthárd organizes a
historical festival every year which gives a blissful
opportunity to celebrate, evoke long forgotten
traditions, foods and crafts organize intercultural
events and concerts. In 2014, the town celebrated
the 350th anniversary of the battle of
Szentgotthárd. The message of the jubilee was
peace and intercultural understanding, therefore
prominent representatives from the countries that
were involved in the battle were invited. Volunteers helped with the preparation and realization of the
event, coordinated the delegations, and showed them the surroundings of the town.

Camp at Csobánka Scout Centre
In the Central European Scout Park in Csobánka we helped with the preservation of the garden and
buildings. Besides making colorful paints on the furniture and cleaning the garden, the volunteers
contributed to the construction of a small chapel. In the Scout Park a number of foreign groups worked
together.

3D printing workcamp
This summer at Útilapu we organized our second
camp about 3D printing for youngsters living in
state care. The camp took place in the Hungarian
countryside in Kecskemét, just one year after the
first one.
In the first three days we presented the basics of
3D design, and then in the second part of the camp
we were working on a project together with the
children. We developed and 3D printed a threestory board game where one can move between
the floors on stairs and ladders. Everybody had to
design his/her figure and one field. When someone
stepped into their field, whatever they invented would happen. The youngsters came up with rules
such as; you can roll the dice again, some others said to move back ten. The volunteers had thousands
of ideas that made this game their own and absolutely unforgettable.
Since the beginning of the school year we have continued the 3D workshops with the youngsters in
Útilapu’s office.
The aim of our 3D project is to give the opportunity to disadvantaged youngsters to get acquainted
and use 3 dimensional printing to improve their creativity, their manual and technical skills as well as
developing strong social connections with our volunteers.
Through the project we give them the opportunity to develop new ideas and to realize objects which
are useable in their everyday life. Some of the participants joined us in the previous camp one year ago,
and already gained much experience in 3D design. This year with the help of our volunteers they were
teaching newcomers, and this way they became volunteers.

Peace Week
The Budapest Peace Week camp was one of 8
European Peace Weeks within the whole-yearlong project "Citizens Beyond Walls" which was
created to foster inclusive policies to respect
Citizens' rights in Europe with specific focus on
minorities. Different events, courses and
workshops were organized around the themes of
roma segregation, anti-Semitism, gender and
active citizenship.
Volunteers made interviews with activists from different groups in Budapest who are involved in peace
activism, participated in creative activities in Budapest to raise awareness of the situation of roma
segregation, anti-Semitism and neo-Nazi activities in the region.

September
Workcamp in Drávafok – the Hungarian countryside , Fodor Kúria
Útilapu organized this camp in cooperation with a local NGO, Ormánság Foundation which works for
promoting nature protection, public participation and sustainable agriculture through environmental
education. The volunteers did mainly seasonal work outside, helped in the garden, picked fruits. This
camp gave the opportunity to the volunteers to get to know the Hungarian countryside, its flora and
fauna and get a real insight to the traditional way of living in harmony with the nature.

Camp season final event

In order to thank the hard, creative and enthusiastic work of our camp leaders and to have a final
evaluation from our workcamps, we organized an event in our office. Útilapu organized and
implemented 12 international workcamps in the summer of 2014 which was a huge work from the
volunteer team of camp organizers and camp leaders.

October
Autumn meeting in Alsópetény
Every year we gather in autumn for a
weekend to provide an opportunity for
volunteers, who had been in
workcamps during the summer, or just
simply interested in our activities, to get
to know more Útilapu, SCI, and the
ways to get engaged with us.
This year we had a great time in the
nature, in yurts, where we helped also
the owner with some work and in the
afternoons and evenings we had
Útilapu workshops held by volunteers.

Echo school – Motivation & Communication Training
Public event “Adopt the space”
On the 19th of October we opened the “Echo School” with a public event called “Adopt the space”.
With the help of the B-Terv group we organized a small festival on the Almássy street, in front of
Útilapu’s office. People living in the neighbourhood and passers-by could meet us and join the creative
programs, paint T-shirts, try bolani or just to listen to live music.
The “Echo School” provides mentor training for youth arriving from several Child-Care Homes. On the
first training series we had Hungarian and refugee participants from Budapest, Fót and Előszállás.

We participated at EEM in Turkey
The Exchange Evaluation Meeting of SCI is organized to assess the best practices and try to find
common solutions to the challenges of the annual workcamp season in branches of SCI.

Community cooking in Szimpla
Szimpla is one of the most famous and
popular ruin pubs and community
places of Budapest. It regularly gives
space to local producers’ market and to
NGOs to present themselves by cooking.
This year the YUWG working group
cooked cauliflower soup, penne
Bolognese and made coco balls. The
donations given by the guests was spent
on supplies and stationary for the
handicraft workshops with children.

November
Útilapu joins the Restaurant Day with B -terv group
The Brochette Workshop

If you were around the Almássy square on the 16th of November, we are sure you also designed a
stick-meal out of the dozens of ingredients we had to offer! Children, youngsters, elderly, carnivorous,
totally vegans, gluten- lactose sensitives created the incredible constellations, eat there with us, rest
there for moments or stayed with us for the whole afternoon.

Open Doors - Adobe Youth
Voices Media training
During the 5-week media training,
young refugees and Hungarian high
school students worked together in 4
groups to show their common
message to the world. They created
animation, music video, photo series
and an interactive graphic board to
express what they think about cultural
diversity.

December
Open Doors cooks in Szimpla garden Open Doors Youth Voices Premiere
We visited Szimpla Sunday market
again: on the 7th of December the Open
Doors working group was the chef and
provided a unique opportunity for
visitors to try exotic dishes from the
Middle East.
This afternoon was not only about
eating but Open Doors presented the
results of the one-month media training
course. Young refugees and high school
students from Budapest told us their
messages in the form of animations,
videos and photography.

We participated at ICM in Serbia
On 11th December started the SCI’s
International Committee Meeting 2014,
this year hosted by the Serbian branch
of SCI – Volonterski centar Vojvodine.
Over 50 delegates and observers
attended the meeting representing 25
SCI branches from different countries.
The 74th General Assembly brought
four very intense days of exchange,
discussion and inspiration that will mark
the future of SCI.

WE ARE 20 YEARS OLD!
We were happy to organize a birthday party for Útilapu to celebrate its 20th anniversary. The
organization was founded in 1993, but officially registered in 1994.
Although there were SCI workcamps before the transition period in Hungary, after 1991, those
contacts were not active anymore and SCI searched for new partners in Hungary. This way they found
enthusiastic young people who had been in workcamps abroad and were ready to continue the
volunteer work in Hungary, too.
This time we had the pleasure to share our celebration with other members of SCI branches, we had
guests from Poland, France, Germany, Belgium, Bulgaria, and Ukraine.
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